Breathe... Now imagine the pleasure of a family trip to a remote cove, the intense sensations of water skiing, the thrill of diving with friends, the joy of fishing... All those pleasures are yours with a Zodiac boat!

We share your pleasure and passion for navigation and exploration. With a Zodiac boat you have a steadfast companion for all your escapes, always at your side while navigating seas all around the world. We will be there to escort you safely, no matter if you are an expert captain or if it’s your first time on the water.

Present in more than 50 countries around the world, Zodiac Nautic and its 1,600 dealers will put their expertise at your service. Join the Zodiac community, a brand that has already impressed more than a million customers.
Zodiac has been mastering air and water exploration with a truly innovative approach since its creation in 1896. Zodiac Nautic finds its origins in the "Zodiac airships and aviation French company", specialized in the production of airships. In the 1930s Pierre Debroutelle, one of its engineers, invented one of the first prototypes of inflatable boats for the Aéronavale, who were looking for innovative and easy solution for military transport.

This change from air to sea brought worldwide recognition to Zodiac. In the 1960s, the company turned to the leisure industry to accommodate the "vacationers" and their growing interest in recreational boating.

With a history of unrivalled experience, Zodiac Nautic’s origin is closely tied to all major innovations in the sector of inflatable boats. Today we are the world leader in inflatable products and services. Take part in the legend!

To celebrate its 120th birthday and the release of the film L’Odyssée (a film dedicated to Jacques Cousteau), Zodiac Nautic is thrilled to introduce a new take on its 70s iconic boat: the "Mark II HERITAGE"! This one is a tribute to the original's refined design, with its single black stripe and its elegant dashboard resembling one of a classic automobile. This exceptional boat is carefully manufactured in our workshops in France. A Limited Edition made for lovers of the Zodiac brand!
FISHING
Unrivaled stability, a large open deck area and well-thought-out accessories, make your Zodiac boat the ideal platform for fishing.

WATERSPORTS
Agile, playful and reactive, your Zodiac boat is the perfect companion for all types of “on water” activities.

DIVING
Make the most of the legendary stability and payload of a Zodiac boat to haul excess gear and passengers to your favorite diving spots.

SECURITY
In all types of weather, your Zodiac boat allows you to ensure the safety of you and your passengers. You can trust that your Zodiac will get you to your destination in any condition.

LEISURE
Your Zodiac boat has comfortable modern seating, sun decks, and all the comfort necessary for relaxation and excursions.

ADVENTURE
An unrivaled weight/power ratio and hulls that were carefully designed for crossing waves will make you rediscover the joys of boating.

SPEARFISHING
Light, furtive, easy to handle, your Zodiac boat is the ideal vessel to discreetly visit your favorite spots.

TENDER
Take advantage of the load capacity of Zodiac boats to add a robust dinghy that can be easily stowed.

FULFILLING ALL OF YOUR PASSIONS ON THE WATER

MULTIPURPOSE FUN ACCESSIBLE
Made with an inflatable buoyancy tube and a rigid hull, these boats combine the advantages of traditional inflatable boats—security, stability, portability, and ease of use—with those of rigid-hulled boats—comfort, agility and speed.

True ocean adventurers, Zodiac’s have a spectacular reputation with professionals and amateur boaters alike, who rely on their exceptional marine qualities and all-time practicality.

Its unique combination of a very low center of gravity, a deep-V hull and added stabilization of the tubes which gives the rigid-hulled inflatable speed and sea-crossing capacities without compromising comfort or safety. Trying a Zodiac boat means discovering a new world of performance.
MORE CAPACITY

EXCEPTIONAL LOAD
You counted right! There are 12 football players onboard this Zodiac boat. The Zodiac boat has an exceptional weight / area-below-water ratio, giving the boat a load-bearing capacity such that it can carry considerable loads: ideal for a day trip with friends and family in complete safety.

REASSURING STABILITY
The buoyancy is distributed on the sides, the center of gravity is very low: all this guarantees stability such that the Zodiac boats are almost impossible to capsize when loaded!

SOFT SIDED FENDERING
The buoyancy tubes are permanent fenders that naturally act as a shock absorber. When maneuvering, the boat will bounce without damage if it happens to lightly tap a dock or neighboring boat in the harbor.

MORE PRACTICAL

LIGHTWEIGHT
How easy it is to launch and beach! The low weight of Zodiac boats allows a regular vehicle to launch it in the water easily. Without need for a mooring, the rigid-hulled inflatable is both economical and practical.
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TECHNICAL EXPERTISE DEMANDS EXPERIENCE

QUALITY & DURABILITY

120 years of experience and inventor of the inflatable boat, Zodiac Nautic offers products with exceptional resistance and reliability thanks to the materials and processes that are always at the cutting edge of technology.

THE HULL
Its internal structure in rot-resistant polyester, built with a spar and floor network, guarantees a single-block linking between the hull and the deck. This process brings a rigidity, favorable to performance, and a resistance to impact endured while navigating, in all types of loading conditions.

THE TUBES
Zodiac Nautic developed a unique industrial process to assemble its buoyancy tubes: thermobonding. This process consists of welding the pieces of Strongan™ material together to offer a perfect material that is both waterproof and durable, almost indestructible, quality of assembling - greater than the material’s resistance itself. Zodiac Nautic is the only manufacturer to master the welding of all structuring materials of an inflatable boat, thus guaranteeing exceptional longevity and security.

QUALITY TEST
Zodiac Nautic selects with care the materials that constitute its boats, following strict, nonstandard functional specifications. Zodiac Nautic probably is the only manufacturer to subject its new boats to a battery of tests in navigation in extreme conditions. Be sure of it: your Zodiac boat will follow you everywhere and for a long time to come.
Opposite: a test of 2-meter fall
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A ZODIAC CONCEPT
Available on most of its models, the buoyancy tube is equipped with a heading engaging in a groove joined with the hull. The waterproofness is guaranteed by the pressure inside the tube. Entirely removable. The tube can be taken apart and folded, which allows for easier maintenance, repair, transportation and storage.

CHANGE YOUR BUOYANCY TUBES?
Nothing easier. The tubes can be removed from the hull - ideal to renovate or restyle your boat at a lesser cost.

QUALITY & DURABILITY
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PLEASE FIND ALL THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS ON OUR WEBSITE
WWW.ZODIAC-NAUTIC.COM

*Not available in the US*
**COMFORT**

The generous height of the freeboard, provided by the dimension of its buoyancy tubes and the specific structure of the hull, turns the cockpit into a cocoon for its passengers.

**ERGONOMICS**

The new N-ZO’s are leisure boats to share and entertain comfortably. Whether at anchor or cruising, every aspect of this boat has been designed to ensure comfort:

- The space on board has been optimized. The layout of the deck’s plans was designed to make moving onboard safer and easier.
- The new “Air Console” (N-ZO 600 / N-ZO 680) allows for more mobility on deck and increases the habitability of your boat.
- The N-ZO range is equipped with a new system of front “Reverse & Sun” sun loungers which allows the installation of a large sun-bathing area in just a few seconds, just by unfolding its structure.

---

**DESIGN**

A unique and avant-garde line: the N-ZO embodies Zodiac Nautic’s innovative traditions. A pure jewel of the seas, N-ZO is the perfect synthesis of Zodiac’s savoir-faire savoir-faire and the pureness of the design of Vittorio Garroni - tube in a S-shape and rigid nose.

---

**N-ZO 760**

- Length overall: 7.60m/24'11"
- Width overall: 3.04m/10'0"
- Weight: 1530kg/3373Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 18
- Max Power: 300Hp

**N-ZO 700 Caïro**

- Length overall: 6.99m/22'11"
- Width overall: 3.21m/10'6"
- Weight: 1489kg/3283Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 12
- Max Power: 300Hp

**N-ZO 680**

- Length overall: 6.80m/22'4"
- Width overall: 2.54m/8'4"
- Weight: 1080kg/2381Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 14
- Max Power: 200Hp

**N-ZO 600**

- Length overall: 5.99m/19'8"
- Width overall: 2.54m/8'4"
- Weight: 930kg/2050Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 12
- Max Power: 150Hp
Perfect for long trips on the sea, the Medline is a true private oasis thanks to its surface, which can be transformed into a sunbathing area. Created for long day trips, the Medline range is part of the new generation of Zodiac boats: rigid-hulled inflatable openly oriented towards leisure. The arrangement allows to transform the deck into a vast sun lounge, to create a “private oasis” area.

The deck plans allow exceptional adjustability. The movements onboard are fluid, the sun loungers are spacious and easy set up for, and the rear area is safe and comfortable. Sun-bathing, lunch or swimming.

The unique comfort of the seats, the various equipment, the low maintenance upkeep of the buoyancy tubes… Every detail is the result of the experience of Zodiac Nautic and its perfect knowledge of the sea.

Extended to 5 boats, the Medline range has been rethought with absolute priority: ease of use, at anchor or at sea. The dimensions and the weight of each boat has been optimized to obtain a perfect weight / power ratio in order to have moderate engine power and simplify the manoeuvres for launching and storage.
PRO OPEN
ALL-IN-ONE

MODULARITY
A true swiss-army knife, useful in all activities, the Pro Open is the cross-over of the seas. The versatility of this rigid-hulled inflatable has been thought out in every detail, so that you can live your passion for the sport. Its conception allows it to be easily transportable, even when the tubes are inflated, and adaptable to your activities: trips, waterskiing, wakeboard, sun-bathing, etc.
On the deck, transform your boat with seats or free the space for fishing.

PERFORMANCE
With excellent stability at sea thanks to its V-hull and its optimised deck plan for better movement onboard, the Pro Open offers exceptional cruising. It is the perfect balance between performance and comfort. You can enjoy any day at sea with family and friends whatever your passion may be.

STORAGE
The optimisation of storage areas on the deck, accessible through the movable console, offers a more-than-generous space for all your gear (skis, fishing, diving, security). Choose according to your taste the activity you want to do.
### PRO 850
- Length overall: 8.50m/27'11"
- Width overall: 3m/9'10"
- Weight: 1350kg/2976Lbs
- Nb of passengers (C): 24
- Max Power: 300Hp

### PRO 750
- Length overall: 7.50m/24'7"
- Width overall: 2.90m/9'6"
- Weight: 860 kg/1896Lbs
- Nb of passengers (C): 20
- Max Power: 300Hp

### PRO 650
- Length overall: 6.30m/20'8"
- Width overall: 2.50m/8'2"
- Weight: 570kg/1257Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 15
- Max Power: 150Hp

### PRO 550
- Length overall: 5.20m/17'1"
- Width overall: 2.20m/7'3"
- Weight: 315kg/694Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 12
- Max Power: 90Hp

### PRO 500
- Length overall: 4.70m/15'5"
- Width overall: 2.05m/6'9"
- Weight: 230kg/507Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 9
- Max Power: 70Hp

### PRO 420
- Length overall: 4.20m/13'9"
- Width overall: 1.90m/6'3"
- Weight: 181kg/399Lbs
- Nb of passengers: 7
- Max Power: 50Hp

### ADAPTATION
- Diving, fishing, spearfishing, work or leisure, choose and compose the layout of your deck according to your program and preferences. Your Pro adapts!

### PRACTICALITY
- Appreciated by all, the Pros are equipped with a removable buoyancy tube that facilitates the upkeep. Their “platform” deck offers multiple layout combinations, depending on the use.

### WIDE VARIETY
- The Pro offers unrivalled possibilities of layout and personalization.
  - Numerous color combinations, hull, tubes, accessories, tank integration…
  - Position of the equipment: console and seats fixed where you want on the deck
  - Choice of driving position: seated or standing
  - A wide offer from 4.20m to 8.50m

Design yours today!
Worthy heir of the first Zodiac boats, it kept all of their qualities: safe, stable and strong. Easy to manipulate ashore, with a pair of wheels for launching on water, it’s easily maneuverable on protected sea areas; its small draught allowing it to access and “beach” on spots otherwise inaccessible to other boats.

Equipped with a low-power engine, it reaches honorable performances for a low budget for fuel and upkeep.

Entirely foldable, once folded and stored in its two bags, only a few sq. meters are needed for winter storage; always ready to follow you for new explorations.

Available with a wooden or aluminum floor.

True master of the seas, its piloting provides extreme sensations. Its patented hull made of 2 additional lateral buoyancy tubes procures an extraordinary stability in small turns and absorbs with comfort small waves at full speed.

According to your program, choose the anodized aluminum, perfectly rigid version, for a loaded use; or choose the inflatable floor version for perfect practicality without sacrificing performances: Unfold. Inflate. Go!

The Futura is offered with a Fast Roller inflatable floor (FR). The aluminum version can be equipped with an ingenious cockpit, fixed without tools on the railings of the floor, allowing a free and adjustable position.

CLASSIC MARK II
Length overall: 4.20m/13’9"
Width overall: 1.83m/6’0"
Weight Alu/wood: 87kg/83kg-192Lbs/183Lbs
Nb of passengers: 7
Max Power: 40Hp

CLASSIC MARK II C
Length overall: 4.20m/13’9"
Width overall: 1.83m/6’0"
Weight Alu/wood: 87kg/83kg-192Lbs/183Lbs
Nb of passengers: 7
Max Power: 30Hp

CLASSIC MARK I
Length overall: 3.80m/12’6"
Width overall: 1.83m/6’0"
Weight Alu/wood: 77kg/74kg-170Lbs/163Lbs
Nb of passengers: 6
Max Power: 35Hp

CLASSIC MARK I C
Length overall: 3.80m/12’6"
Width overall: 1.83m/6’0"
Weight Alu/wood: 77kg/74kg-170Lbs/163Lbs
Nb of passengers: 6
Max Power: 25Hp

FUTURA MARK III
FR / Aluminum
Length overall: 4.50m/14’9"
Width overall: 2.05m/6’9"
Weight: 81kg/116kg-179Lbs/256Lbs
Nb of passengers: 8 / 9
Max Power: 40Hp / 60Hp

FUTURA MARK II
FR / Aluminum
Length overall: 4.10m/13’5"
Width overall: 1.99m/6’6"
Weight: 75kg/102kg-165Lbs/225Lbs
Nb of passengers: 6 / 7
Max Power: 30Hp / 50Hp

FUTURA MARK II C
FR / Aluminum
Length overall: 3.70m/12’2"
Width overall: 1.99m/6’6"
Weight: 72kg/97kg-159Lbs/214Lbs
Nb of passengers: 5 / 6
Max Power: 25Hp / 40Hp

FUTURA MARK I
FR / Aluminum
Length overall: 3.50m/11’6"
Width overall: 1.65m/5’5"
Weight: 64kg/61kg-141Lbs/134Lbs
Nb of passengers: 5
Max Power: 25Hp

CLASSIC FUTURA
THE ORIGINAL MASTER OF THE SEA

SPORTY FUN
FOLDABLE

SPORTY
Masters of the seas, their motoring provides extreme sensations. Its patented hull made of 2 additional lateral buoyancy tubes procures an extraordinary stability in small turns and absorbs with comfort small waves at full speed.

According to your program, choose the anodized aluminum, perfectly rigid version, for a loaded use; or choose the inflatable floor version for perfect practicality without sacrificing performances: Unfold. Inflate. Go!

The Futura is offered with a Fast Roller inflatable floor (FR). The aluminum version can be equipped with an ingenious cockpit, fixed without tools on the railings of the floor, allowing a free and adjustable position.
CADET THE MARKET’S STANDARD
Setting the foundation for the market’s standard through utilization of the best materials, and an assembly by welding the buoyancy tubes, guarantees optimal resistance and durability. With a complete range of accessories, you can find the best patented Zodiac Nautic products such as the rowlock and its tridimensional adjustment or the internal command drain plug, more practical and safer to use. Available in three floor versions (depending on the size), to select linked to the load capacity available onboard.

CADET COMPACT
A RIGID - HULL IN A BAG
Once deflated, the Cadet compact occupies very few space thanks to its foldable transom (Zodiac Nautic patent); it’s simply stored flat in a specific bag. Its launch is extremely fast: just inflate it, install the rows and put it on the water! Very light and rot-resistant, thanks to the RIMTEC process (Reinforced Injection Molding Technology), its hull offers good stability: a Zodiac Nautic exclusivity.

CADET FASTROLLER THE MUST-HAVE FOLDABLE TENDER
Equipped with the Acti-V concept (Zodiac Nautic patented technology), the hull of the Cadet fastroller is thinner and more distinct, and the h2p floor is more rigid. The result: an easy launch by inflations, a mastered piloting and a firm course holding never attained before on this type of tender. All its structural elements are welded, including its rubstrake, its transom and the fabric bottom. The experts will appreciate the technical performance and the direct impact on security and durability of the product.

CADET RIB ELEGANCE AND STRENGTH
Built to last and generously spacious, a Cadet Rib will elegantly complete your boat. Equipped with large-diameter tubes, they’re particularly stable and able to carry many goods and passengers while keeping them dry. Their polyester deep-V-hull allow them to easily lift off water and gain comfort in small waves. Available in two colors, in Strongan™ or Hypalon™ fabric, for intensive use in tropical zones.
A COMPLETE RANGE

Our accessories benefit from all the attention the brand gives to the study of its products. They are made with the same care and live up to the same quality and reliability requirements than our boats.

You can equip your boat with a wide range of accessories: such as sun loungers, sunroofs, ski poles, shower kits, etc. Find out more with your Zodiac agent!

The Zodiac Nautic boutique offers a large choice of derived products to show your love of the Zodiac brand and community: life jackets, luggage, gear, etc.

LIFERAFTS

COMPACT, COMPLETE AND EVOLUTIVE

At the cutting edge of safety, the Zodiac liferafts are made and manufactured according to the ISO 9650 norm.

The Open Sea range is adapted to high-sea navigation and temperature conditions from -15°C to 65°C; it includes an inflatable hoop, a semi-rigid boarding ramp and an insulating floor.

The Coastal range, lighter and more compact, are adapted to milder conditions of coastal navigation. They include a tent, maintained by a double fiberglass hoop.

- 100% welded, thanks to the Zodiac savoir-faire, the assembly of their inflatable structure is durable and rot-resistant, proof of reliability for equipment on which depends the survival of its passengers.
- The water pockets fixed under the raft are ballasts and offer immediate and optimal stability. The onboarding, usually difficult, is made easier by an internal ladder that gives people in distress the ability to easily get on board.
- Compact and light, the launching is easy, the raft instantly inflates itself when triggered.
- The peripheral strap, a Zodiac Nautic patent, divides the effort when towing and offers a greater resistance than what the ISO norm demands.

Conditioned in waterproof bags, available in soft or solid container, the Zodiac liferafts are guaranteed for 12 years. They benefit, for their revision, from the largest network of service stations in the world, as well as trustworthy experts, trained by us.

* See the terms and conditions for applying for contractual warranty with our network.

Access the entire range of ZODIAC products and accessories on:

WWW.ZODIAC-NAUTIC.COM
3D CONFIGURATOR

Go to the Zodiac Nautic website to customize your boat.

We also develop a range of services to make navigation easier - discover this on the website!

WWW.ZODIAC-NAUTIC.COM

COLOR OPTIONS  EQUIPMENT  ENGINE

AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF TRUST

Present in more than 50 countries around the world, Zodiac Nautic and its 1,600 agents will put their expertise at your service. Our network guarantees an efficient and reliable after-sale service: whether you need a new accessory or replacing a lost part, you are sure to find a Zodiac Nautic dealer putting their skills to work for you. Our agents sometimes do the maintenance of the same boat for more than 20 years!

Do not hesitate to consult them: they will know how to advise you when buying your boat or upkeeping it. We count on them, they deserve your trust.

Find our dealers:
WWW.ZODIAC-NAUTIC.COM

A contractual three-year warranty + an optional two-year warranty.
See terms and conditions with our retailers.
THE ZODIAC WORLD IS YOURS

THE ZODIAC CLUB
Join the Zodiac Club and make the most of exclusive advantages reserved to Zodiac boats owners; more than 1 million owners today!

#ZodiacBoat
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